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SUMMARY 

Continuing to the last paper [5], some discussions on Policy III 

and its ramifications are dealt with. Usefulness of Policy III will be 

shown from various points of view. 

§ 1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last paper [5], we proposed a new preventive maintenance 

policy and named it as Policy Ill. This policy may be used to main

tain a complex system consists of many equipments of same type. These 

objects are same to that of Policy II proposed by R. Barlow and L. 
Hunter [2]. 

For convenience sake to proceed our discussion, we shall describe 

the definitions and main results of these policies. 

DEFINITIONS OF PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE POLICIES 

Policy I: Perform preventive maintenance after to hours of conti

nuing operation time without failure. (O<to~ 00) If the system fails 

before to hours have elapsed, perform maintenance at the time of failure. 

Preventive maintenance at the time is rescheduled. For this policy, we 

assume that the system is as good as new after any time of maintenance 

(or replacement) is performed. 

Policy 11: Perform preventive maintenance on the system after it 

has been operating a total of t* hours regardless of the number of inter

vening failures. (O<t*~oo) We assume that after each failure only 

minimal repair is made and that the system failure rate [see NOTATION 

in below] is no disturbed after performing minimal repair. 
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18 Hajime Makabe and Hidenori Morimura 

Policy Ill: Perform preventive maintenance (that is "overhaul") 

at k-th failure of the system, but for first (k-l) times of it, perform 

minimal repairs only. If we overhaul the system, we can regard as the 

system is replaced by a new system and the failure rate is not effected 

by any minimal repair. This circumstance is same as Policy II, but in 

this case the life time distributions of replacing systems may not neces

sarily be identical. 

NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTION 
In below, we consider some large systems consisted of a number 

of equipments of same type. If we overhaul the system, it can be seen 

that the system is renewal. Thus, we shall consider that the system is 

replaced by a new system with a specified life time distribution function 

at the time epoch when the overhaul completes. We shall assume that 

the mean life time are flh fl2' ••• , flM which appear with probabilities 

Ph P2, ••• , PM, respectively. Of course, we assume that all p's are positive 

and finite. 

We shall denote the life time distribution of i-th system as Fi(X), 

and its density function asfi(x). Of course, Fi(X)==fi(x);O for all x<O. 

Put 

and denote as 

M 
fl= L:Pifli 

i=l 

[failure rate], (1.1) 

[mean life time], (1.2) 

[average mean life time], (1.3) 

T m : the mean minimal repair time, 

T.: the mean maintenance time for an overhaul. 

MAIN RESULTS 

1. Limiting E.fficiencies in the Above Circumstances 
Policy II; 
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(1.4) 

Policy Ill: 

Eff~) V(k) 
U(k)+(k-I)Tm+T. 

(1.5) 

where 

(1.6) 

and U?) is the total operating time (without any repair time) of the 

system having Fi(X) as its life time distribution. 

2. Optimal Policy of Type III Which Maximi;:.e the Limiting Efficiency 

General form: 

The optimal policy is to overhaul the system at ko-th failure 

which is given by unity plus the largest integer such as 

(def) ( V(k») ( 'T. ) 
'P(k) = I U(k+l) k+-'rm >1 (1.7) 

A special case: (Weibull type distribution of life time) 

If the life time distribution of systems are given by Weibull dis

tributions with identical shape parameter, then opimal ko is given by 

k [ 1 T.-Tm J+l 
0= ,8-1 Tm ' 1'>1, T.>Tm 

ko=1 , .8>1, T.:;;'Tn' 

ko=oo 1'=1, T;;;;,Tm 
(1.8) , 

ko=1 , .8=1, T.<Tm 

ko=oo , 1'<1 

3. Merits oJ Policy III 

(i) The limiting efficiency for Policy III may be considerd higher 
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than the one of Policy Il. 

(ii) When the life time distributions are Weibull type with identi

cal shape patameter fi, the optimal policy of type III is independent 

of scale parameter a. Thus, we can take an policy for many systems 

with different scale parameters but with common shape ,parameters. 

(iii) The practical operation for Policy III is simpler than the one 

for Policy Il. Because, we may only count the number of times of failure 

for Policy IIl, but it is somewhat tedious to accumulate the true running 

times for Policy Il. 

(iv) Policy III has a robustness for the variation of the mean life 

time. 

Remark 1.1 The main reason why Policy III has the higher 

efficiency than Policy Il is that each replacement period is long or short 

corresponding as the life time of the system. Further, if we adopt Policy 

Il, we shall give up the system as soon as the total running time build 

up to t* hours, but under Policy III we can continue the operation till 

the next failure. Thus, we can get a higher efficiency. Considering the 

second reason, we shall improve Policy Il slightly in § 5 of the present 

paper. 

§ 2. OPTIMAL POLICY OF TYPE III IN THE SENSE 
OF MINIMUM MAINTENANCE COST RATE 

In the above, we measured the effe,ctiveness of mainenance policy 

by limiting efficiency that is operating time rate. But, sometimes, the 

mean minimal repair time is rather long but the cost is low compared 

with the ones for overhaul. In that cases, we must consider the mean 

cost per unit hour during a long time. In order to make our theory 

available in such a cases, we shall introduce the concept of cost into 

our models. There are some methods of introduction, but we shall con

sider the maintenance cost rate which is defined as follows. 

Assume that a minimal repair of the system requires cost Cm and 

an overhaul requires cost C$ in average. An additional assumption is 
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that any non-operating times of the system are regarded as losses which 

evaluated as Co per unit hour. 

We shall measure the effectiveness of our policy by the total ave

rage cost for maintenance per unit hour (i. e., maintenance cost rate). 

When it is denoted as cf';')(k), we can see that 

. C(3)(k)=(k-l)(Co~,+Cm)+Co1's+Cs 
00 U(k)+(k-I)T m + T. 

(2.1) 

for Policy Ill. This formula is derived in [5]. 

Now, we shall find the opimal k to minimize C'-!,)(k) that is the 

largest integer k+ I such as 

or 
H(k)[k(CoT m+Cm)+(CoT. +Cs)] 

<H(k+ 1)[(k-l)(CoTm+Cm)+(CoTs+Cs)] 
(2.2) 

where 

H(k)=U(k)+(k-I)Trn+ 1's. (2.3) 

(2.2) may be rewritten as 

k[J(k)-(k-l)U(k+ 1)+ T.'<_~~s+C,-
U(k+l)-U(k)+Tm CoTm+Cm ' 

(2.4) 

If we put Co= 1 and Cm=Cs=O, it is checked that (2.4) consist with 

(1.7). In the other words, this formula (2.4) is an extension of (1.7) to 

the present case. Thus, at the present stage, we shall introduce the 

assumption of Weibull type life time distributions of the systems to 

proceed our further discussions as well as in [5]. 

Without any loss of generality, we can put Co= 1, and henceforth 

we shall assume Co= 1. Now, when the life time distributions of the 

systems are given by 
-aiXP 

Fi(x)=l-c , x>O 
(2.5) 

, x;;;; 0, 
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V(k) is expressed by 

Hence, the left hand side of (2.4) becomes 

f1~[ ~=-1~-,-k)-Bf+~~+I)]+T. 
f1~[ B(i-~ k+l)-B~-t 'k)]+Tm 

k (k-I)(++k)+_Ts_B(_l k) 
k f1~ ~' 

k~-k+l++TsB(-~, k) 

1 + ~ T mB( ~-, k) 

Thus, (2.4) implies tha~ 

(2.6) 

In particular, when C's and T's have some special relations, the 

corresponding formulae may be deduced. These results are summed up 

in the following 

Theorem 2.1 The optimal policy of type III to minimize the 

cost rate (2.l) with Co=l is that perform minimal repairs at first (ko-I) 

failures and perform an overhaul at the ko-th failure, where ko is unity 

plus the largest integer such as 

kU(k)-(k-I)U(k+I)+T, < T,,+G., 
U(k+l)-U(k)+Tm Tm+Cm (2.8) 
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Theorem 2.2 When the life time distributions of the systems are 

Weibull type with a common shape parameter f3> 1, (2.8) in the above 

theorem will be rewritten as 

Corollary 2.1 When the life time distributions of the systems are 

Weibull type, the optimal ko of Policy III will be calculated in some 

special cases, i.e., *) 

where 

(i) if Cm =C8 =0, then ko=[- 1 (_T ....... - l)J+l 
f3-1 Tm 

(ii) if Tm=T.=O, then ko=[_l -(2-'----I)J+l 
f3-1 Cm 

(iii) if _T,--=~C-,---, then ko=[..l--(-!s',-l)J+l 
Tm Cm f3-1 Tm 

Remark 2.1 To this corollary, we shall add some remarks. 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

( i) (2.9) consists with (1.8). This fact was also checked in the 

above, in a more general form. 

(ii) When T m=T8 =0, any repair or overhaul has no time. In 

this case, we must minimize the maintenance cost (rate). R. 

Barlow and L. Hunter [2] discussed on this case and get the 

relation (2.10). 

(iii) In this case, we are interesting that (2.11) can be expressed in 

an analogous form to (2.9) or (2.10), substituting T/ for T} or 

Cj. 

Remark 2.2 As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, the both sides of (2.7) are 

monotone decreasing with k if T 8 +C.>Tm +Cm• And the left hand side 

*) [xl denotes the largest integer not beyond x as usual for positive x, but it 
may be interpreted as zero for all negative x. 
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is always negative for all k if T.+C.<Tm+Cm. Since the right side will 

vanish for infinite k and the left side will converge to (T",+Cm) (1-13), 

there exists an optimal ko < 00 for 13 > 1. More precisely, if 

(2.1:1) 

we have ko= 1. For example, if Cm is sufficiently large compared wilh 

the other C's and T's, this inequality may hold. Hence, we have ko= 1. 

Of course, when the cost of a minimal repair is expensive, we must over

haul the system at each failure. 

-I 

-2 

~2, Tm~-l . Cm 3 
,u=10, Ts -5 '. Cs 10 

Fig. 2.1 

('I'm, Cm) (J-fi) _ITs -! Cs-(Tm+Cm) 
- k 

§ 3. INTERVAL RELIABILITY FOR POLICY III 

Interval reliability (or strategic reliability) is defined as the pro

bability that the system is operating at an observed epoch and continue 

to operate for a preassigned mission time. This interval reliability is 

discussed by R. Barlow and L. Hunter [3] and A.J. Truelove [7] for the 

failure distribution of exponential type or the preventive maintenance 

policy of type 1. 

In this section,*) we shall firstly calculate the interval reliability 

*l For the sake of simplicity we shall assume here that T m, T. and a not 

vary. 
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for our Policy III using the so-called "key renewal theorem," and then 

proceed to find the optimal policy of type III which maximize the 

interval reliability and add some comments on a relation with the limit

ing efficiency of it (discussed already in [5]). 

Let Noo(t) be the number of times of the overhaul of the system 

in [0, t). Defining as 

<Poo(t)=E (Noo(t)} (3.1) 

we can see that in our case <Poo(y+.dY)-CPoo(Y) is the probability to comp

lete the overhaul of the system at time interval [y, y+.::1y) for sufficiently 

small .dy. Hence under Policy Ill, the following relation can be easily 

shown: 

R(x, t)=P [the system is operating at time t and continue 

to operate for the mission time xl 

where events E, are defined as 

E.= {from y till t, minimal repairs of just II-times are 

performed and the system is operating at time t 

and continue to operate for a preassigned time x 

(3.2) 

under the condition given by the above event} (3.3) 

If we assume the Weibull type as the failure distribution, then 

we have 

P[E,] = (X_'it~ y-;l.J!l1l)'!e--(t-y- ~T,n +x)fi 
11. 

(3.4) 

Hence, inserting (3.4) into (3.2) we have 

RC )- k~l~t-"Tm {a(t-y--IIT m)~}' -a(t-y-~T m+x)fi .1.1, ( ) 
x, t - LJ ------ I e UYoo Y 

,=0 0 11 • 
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where 

(3.6) 

, y>t-"Tm• 

Next, we may rewrite the integrand of (3.5) using the kernel 

function 

(3.7) 

where T=t-IJT m. This kernel function Wet) has the following relation: 

1. it is bounded for t;;;;O, 

2. W(t)fLl that is Wet) is absolutely integrable, 

3. lim 4'(t) =0 , 
1-+00 

4. FCt)ffS that IS the k-th convolution has absolutely continuous 

part, 

5. f-l<oo. 

Hence we can apply key renewal theorem due to W. L. Smith (6] for 

the calculation of 

lim R(x, t)=_I_(OO{ ~1 (at?}e -a(t+x)P dt, 
1-+00 f-lk)O ,=0 IJ. 

(3.8) 

where f-lk is the expected length of a renewal cycle and can be expressed 

by 

(3.9) 

As a consequence of the above results we have the following 

Theorem 3.1 For Policy Ill, the interval reliability R~3)(X) of 

the system with a Weibull type failure distribution is given by 
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I k-l~OO Rk(3)(X) = -------- - ---- ... -- I; (at P)' -1X(t+X)~ 
pfi ,=0 0 --j; ,-11 dt • (k-I)Tm+T.+---------- . 

B( k, -1-) (3.10) 

Remark 3.1 Especially, we have the identy 

(3.11 ) 

which is seen to be hold intuitively. A rigorous proof of this assertion 

is as follows: We have 

(3.12) 

On the other hand, since 

(3.13) 

we can conclude that (3.11) is true, showing the following relation 

(3.14) 

which may be readly verified by mathematical induction. 

Now, we shall consider the maximization problem of RP)(x) ob

tained in the above. To solve this problem, we shall at first find the 

greatest k such as 

(3.15) 

and add unity. (This is denoted by ku.) This ko is our solution which 

gives the optimal policy of type III for a preassigned x. 
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Putting 

f(k) = ~~o~~ (:e? e -rx(t+x)P dt (3.16) 

we have 

f(k+lt ~ l(kl 
Pk+l Pk 

(3.17) 

from (3.15), where 

(3.18) 

Thus, if we calculate numerically (i.e., tabulate) the function f(k) for a 

preassigned x, then we can obtain ko. It must be remarked here that ko 

is dependent on a, /1, X=x/p, Tm=Tm/p and T.=T./p. 

For the sake of its complicacy, we shall get out here of the tabu

lation of f(k), and proceed to consider an approximated relation. If X 

is small compared with 1, each term of f(k) may be calculated by the 

following way 

(00 (atP)" -a(t+x)P d 
Jo ----v1-e x 

(00 u" ( l=l) U ~-l 
X Jo JJT - /1u p e-". {3af"Tfi du 
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Hence, we have 

Inserting this relation into (3.17) we have 

B ~------+(k+ l)X 
B(k+l, -1) 

which is rewritten as 

k( rm - X) +( rs- X) 

or 

----~~+kX 
B(k,-1-) 
---{i------- , 
-- -- . C -+(k-l)rm+ r" 

B(k'-r) 

< (k-l)(rm-X)+(rs-X) 
(j ., 

-----c-+(k-l)rm+r, 
B(k, -~-) . 

29 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21 ) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

It is very interesting to see that the above inequality (3.23) is the 

same with (2.2), referring (2.1) and (2.6) with Co.= 1. Hence, we may say 

that the optimal policy to minimize the cost rate be regarded as the 

one to maximize the interval reliability by the following interpretation: 
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r1n=>Tm, r.::">T, ) 

X::,,>Cm or C. 

rm'=rm-X=>Tm+Cm, r.'=rs-X=>T.+C. 

(3.24) 

Example 3.1 A table and a graph of R~3)(x) will be shown for 

the case: fj=2, rm=~ ;- • i- and r.=~; .2. From the graph, for 

example, we can say that if the optimal value ko of Policy In is settled, 

this policy does not lose its optimality for any X on [0, ~1)' and even in 

the case X is on [';1' ~2)' the interval reliability is not far from that 

of optimal one. 
Table 3.1 

.~ 

·~I 
""" -

I 
X" . 1 2 3 4 

I 
5 

0 I 0.39 0.44 0.46 0.47 
I 

0.47 
1/ .f2~- I 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.22 0.21 
2/ .f2ir 

I 

O. 12 O. 12 1 0.11 0.10 

I 
0.09 

I 
4/-v'~ 0.02 0.02 I 0.01 0.01 0.01 

0.5 

Fig. 3.1 
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§ 4. INTERVAL RELIABILITY FOR POLICY 11 AND IV 

We define Policy IV by the following 

Definition 4.1 When the total running time amounts to t* or when 

the number of times of failure counted from the last overhaul is ko, 

perform an overhaul. Otherwise, perform a minimal repair. This 

preventive maintenance policy IV which is a combined policy of Policy 

11 and Ill. The system which have been overhauled is considered to 

enter into a new generation. 

Interval reliability for this policy can be calculated along an ana

logous direction to § 3. Thus, we have' 

RCf>(k, t* ; x) 

(4.1) 

Putting T=t-IJT m and noting that 

(IJ+ l)-th term of te right hand side of (4.1) 

T 
=lim ~ {lr(T ~.2'll"~e -,x(T-y+x),8 dt/Joo(Y), 

T--+oo T-(t*-x) IJ. 

(4.2) 

the kernel function in (4.2) may be seen to be as 

11'( )_ (a?!)' -a(z+x),8 
'I' Z ---,-e , 

IJ. 
O;:;;;Z<t*-x (4.3) 

, otherwise. 

Hence by the key renewal theorem we have as the interval relia

bility for Policy IV 

RCf>(k, t*; x) =_,1_ r:,1 ~t*-x_Ct!~)'e -a(z+x),8 dz 
p k,t* .=0 0 IJ • 

(4.4) 

where P'k,t* is :m expected time length of a renewal cycle and is calcu

lated as 
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(4.5) 
k-l 

+ I: (t*+vT,n)p,+ T" 
v=O 

where 

(4.6) 

In the above equality (4.5), letting k->oo, we can see that Policy 

IV approaches to Policy 11 and we have as the interval reliability for 

Policy 11 

R;;)(x)= limRW(k, t*; x) 
k-+oo 

_ ~:*-x e -a(z+x).B+azfl dz 

t*+at*.B+Tm 

(4.7) 

As a special case, we have Eff~)derived by R. Barlow and L. Hunter 

[2] putting x=O. 

(JRC2l(X) 
Now, solving -- a;~=O for t*, we have the optimal policy of type 

11 to maximize the interval reliability for a preassigned x. Inserting 

(4.7) into this relation we have 

e-at*.a+a(t*-x).B. (t*+at*.B+Ts) 

=(l +aj3t*.B-1) 0. ~:*-x 8 -a(z+x),8+az,8 dz. (4.8) 

Similarly to the treatment in § 3, we shall consider the approximate re

lation for a sufficiently small x. It is as follows, 
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e-a {3t*<P-ll x· (t*+at*.a+Ts)=(l+at9t*.a- 1) 

from (4.8). Solving the equation in x we have 

x= __ l_lo t*+at*.a+~. 
at9t*.a- 1 g 1 +at9t*.a I 

33 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

A graph of the right hand side of (4.10) shows the relation between t* 

and x which gives the optimal t*. We are going to construct it. 

§ 5. POLICY V AND OPTIMAL TYPE OF PREVENTIVE 

MAINTENANCE POLICY 

We have introduced the Policy III based on the idea that we 

wish to use for a long time the system with a long life and the one with 

a short life for a short time. And, as was shown already, Policy III is 

more efficient and simpler than Policy 1I. In this section, we shall 

further show that Policy III becomes the optimal policy in all pre

ventive maintenance policies from a practical view point. If we speak 

mathematically, our discussion is still in vagueness to assert the optimality 

of Policy Ill. However, it seems that the further detailed rigorous dis

cussions are rather tedious and diHicult but have little values for 

practical purposes. 

Now, we know the sample values of (UI , U2, ... , Uk ) by the k-th 

failure as our information, where Ui is. the total running time excluding 

any repair time till the i-th failure after an overhaul (or a replacement). 

In Policy Il, we use only U(t) which is the total running time till the 

time t, and in Policy III we use only the number of times of failures. 

Since Policy Il is less efficient than Policy Ill, then we shall consider 

to use the information of (UI> U2, ... , lh). 

By the way, under the assumption of Weibull type with a known 

shape parameter as the life time distribution of the system, the unbiased 

and sufficient estimator of a is given by 

A k-l 
a=ur' (5.1) 
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This deduction will be given in Appendix. Thus, we shall decide at 

each failure whether a minimal repair or an overhaul must be performed 

based on only Uk. Of course, when Weibull type does not assumed as the 

life time distributions of the systems, the above restriction on using 

our information has no neccesity. But, for many practical applications 

the assumption of Weibull type life time distribution may be allowable. 

Hence, it seems to be reasonable to decide whether minimal repair 

or overhaul according to which inequality 

(5.2) 

holds. Along this idea, our policy may be defined by the sequence (a\> 

a2, ... ). We shall now consider the maximization problem of the limiting 

efficiency in terms of the sequence {ail. This problem can also be 

regarded as that of random walk with an absorbing barrier {ad. [see 

Fig. 5.1]. 

When the sequence 

IS arbitrary, our dis

cussion is rather complex, 

hence we shall restricted 

our consideration into the 

following three cases. 

a) al;;;;;a2;;;;;aS;;;;; .. · .. ·• 

If uk;;;;;a,~, perform an 

overhaul at k-th 

failure, and if Uk> 

J 
a 
1.1 

I 

domain of 
overhaul 

domain of 
minimal repair 

~~~--~3--4~------L---~k 

Fig. 5.1 

a,~ perform a minimal repair. [see Fig. 5.2] 

b) al~a2~··.·.·. 

If Uk>a,t, perform an overhaul at k-th failure, and if Uk;;;;;ak perform 

a minimal repair. [see Fig. 5.3] 

c) al;;;;;a2;;;;;a3;;;;; .. · .. ·• 

If Uk>a:" perform an overhaul at k-th failure, and if Uk;;;;;a,t perform 

a minimal repair. [see Fig. 5.4] 
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Overhaul 

k 

Fig. 5.2 Fig. 5.3 

k 

minimal 
repair 

Fig. 5,4 

35 

k 

Before we proceed further discussion, III order to make it concrete 

we shall introduce the following definitions. 

Definition 5.1 Let {ai} is a preassigned sequence of nonnegative 

numbers (allowable the infinity), and at i-th failure (i= 1, 2, ... , k, ... ), 

perform an overhaul if Ui>ai and perform an minimal repair if Ui;;;;'ai. 

This preventive maintenance policy will be called as Policy V. 

In particular, we shall call the policy as Policy VD when {aJ 

IS a monotone non-increasing sequence and Policy V A when {ai} is a 

monotone non-decreasing sequence. 

Definition 5.2 In Policy V, converse the signs of inequality. 

This preventive maintenance policy will be called as Policy V'. Policy 

V']) and Policy V' A are also defined analogously. 

Definition 5.3 Putting ai=t in the above definition of Policy 

V, we get a similar policy to Policy 11. But, in this case, the system 

may be operated somewhat after U(t) build up to t. So, we shall name 

this preventive maintenance policy as Policy 11'. 

Definition 5.4 Similarly to the above, putting a,=t for i<k, 
and ai=O for i~k, we get a similar policy to Policy IV. Thus, we shall 

call this policy as Policy IV'. 

Definition 5.5 Furthermore, putting al = a2= .. , =a.'cl = 00, a.''1+1 = 

... =ak~ =t, a'~+l = ... =0 in Policy V, we get a extended policy of Policy 
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IV'. Thus, we shall name this preventive maintenance policy as Policy 

IV". 

Now, under these preparations, we shall consider the optimal 

policy of type V. First of all, we shall prove the following 

Theorem 5.1 Under the assumption that the life time distri

butions of the systems are Weibull type with common shape parameter 

~> 1, an optimal policy of type VD to maximize the limiting efficiency 

EjJ';,) has the same type to the one of the following policies ~ Il', IV', 

IV", Ill. 
Furthermore, we can say the same assertion concerning with Policy 

V A and Policy V' A' 

Proof. We shall prove only the first assertion. The second part 

of the theorem may be shown similarly. 

Let the probability that an overhaul is performed at i-th failure 

be P(i), then we have 

00 ~ 

P(l) = ~ a~ulfi-le-au,du., 
a, 

(5.3) 

Because, the event that an overhaul is performed at i-th failure 

will occurs in the two ways: 

(A) ai<Ui:;;;'ai_l } 

(B) Ui_l:;;;'ai and ai<Ui 
(5.4) 

[see Fig. 5.5), and further, the density function h(Ui_l, Ui) of the joint 

distribution of (Ui_l> Ui) is given by 

h(Ui_l, Ui) dUi_l dUi 

=P(Ui-l:;;;'Ui_l <Ui_l +dUi_l) P(Ui~Ui<Ui+dui I Ui>Ui-l) 

_[(aUi_lfi )Ci-2) -aU. fi. fi- 1d .]. [a~Uifi-le-au/d.] - C 2) I e t-l a~u i-I U t -l fi Ut z- . e-aui_l 

aiCJ2ii-I){J-1 UiP- 1 fi 
p .-1 .. -aU d d 

=---(t-2)T-~ ei Ui-t Ui. (5.5) 
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I" U j _ I !" 
Uj j 

I "1 f- U j- 1 =:J 
01 ainn ai-I ai ai - 1 

(A) (B) 

Fig. ;).5 

Hence we have 

Ev (V) = ~oo ulaj3u{-le-."IPdu l 

aj 

and 

00 

Ev(K)= L; i P(i) (5.7) 
i=l 

where Ev(U) is the expected running time of the system In a renewal 

cycle under Policy V and Ev(K) is the expected times of failure in the 

same cycle. 

By the way, using these notations, the limiting efficiency of Policy 

VD will be given by 

EH(5)- Ev(V) (58) 
'JJ 00 --Ev(V)+ {Ev(K)-I}T m+Ts . . 

Putting the partial derivative of EfF:;, (ah az, ... , ab ... ) with respect to 

at equal to zero, we have 

Since we h'lYe, from (5.3), (5.6) and (5.7), for all i;;;;;, 1 

(5.10) 
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(5.1I) 

or 

a _ (aaifi)i-le-aaiP S-l{ } 
"a" Ev(U)- "" ".-- .a{3ai' E(Z/Z;;;;;ai)-ai, 

ai (t-1)! 
(5.12) 

(5.13) 

where Z is a random variable obeying to Weibull distribution with the 

scale parameter a and the shape parameter {3. 

From these formulae we can easily see that 

" ~Ev (U)J = .?..Ev (K)J =0, 
aai ai=o aai ai=o 

(5.14) 

hence we have 

(5.15) 

And, for aAO, (5.9), (5.12) and (5.13) imply that 

Ev(U) -E(Z/Z) 
{(T8--T;;')/Y;"+Ev (K)} - ;;;;;ai -ai· (5.16) 

Since the existence of an optimal policy of type VD is ovbious we 

shall denote it as {aiO}, i.e., 

(5.17) 

We shall consider here the policy (a 1°, a20, ...... , a~_1> aj, a~+1' ...... ). 

From the monotoness of the sequence {ail and the continuity of 

aif':l(alO, a20, ...... , a~-l' aj, a~+l' ...... ), it may be seen that the limiting 

efficiency has the maximum at aj=a~;£a~-l and a~=O or =iij or =a)-l' 

where ii j is a root of (5.16) which is different from zero. Of course, 

a~=O implies thataZ=O for all k;;;;;j. 
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To show the fact, suppose a~_1 < (X). The above argument gives a~_1 =iij_1 

or =a7-2 < (X). Repeating this, we can conclude that there exists a~ 

such as 

Because, when there exist no a~ such as (5.18) for i> I, the relation 

(5.19) 

must be true, and since a~ may be chosen in (0, (X» to maximize the 

efficiency, (5.19) implies that a~=iil < (X). 

If a~ and a~ equal to iij and iii, respectively, (5.16) must be hold 

for both a~ and a~. This is contrary. Then, we can conclude that the 

optimal policy {an satisfy the one of the following relations. 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

These policies can be illustrated in Fig. 5.6-5.9, respectively. This 

completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. The second part of 

the theorem may be shown analogously and the proof of it is omitted. 

In the presen't theorem, we did not discuss on which policy has 
the highest efficiency in these. It is tedious and difficult to do this exactly, 
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'k I k2' 
Fig.5.6 (5.20) 
overhaul 

Policy IT' 

Fig.5.B (5.22) 

Ui 
overhaul 

PolicyW' 

Fig.5.7 
Vi 

Policy ill 

Fig.5.9 

overhaul 

but we knew that the theorem has a sufficient sense from a practical 

view point. More precisely, Policy III is more efficient and simpler than 

Policy 11 and has a robustness for the variety of the scale parameter in 

the case of Weibull type life time. [see [S)] And, we can see physically 

that Policy 11' is has a slightly higher efficiency than Policy 11, hence, 

that the efficiency of Policy Ill, perhaps at least, is comparable to the 

one of Policy II'. Thus, for the sake of the simple procedure and the 

robustness, Policy III may be taken up in practical uses. Since these 

Policy IV' and Policy IV" are both some slight modifications of Policy 

Il and Ill, our intuitive consideration will deduce that these policies 

may be refused in practical uses. 

Finally, we shall sumarize above considerations. 

1. A preventive maintenance policy is a decision rule to perform whether 

a minimal repair or an overhaul. 

2. Our informations to make the decision at time t' are 

(i) number of times of failure, 

(ii) total running time U(t) till t excluding any repair time, 

(iii) history of U(t). 
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3. When the life time distribution of each system is Weibull type with 

common shape parameter, the unknown parameter is scale parameter 

(a) only. Thus, if we estimate a at first and use the knowledge to 

our decision, we may get a preventive maintenance procedure with 

a higher efficiency. 

4. An sufficient estimator of a in that case is depend only Uk which IS 

the total running time till the k-th failure from the last overhaul. 

5. We shall consider the maintenance policy to decide whether an over

haul ought to be performed or not based on Uk at each failure. 

(Policy V) The decision rule in Policy V is given by the 

boundary {ail. (see Fig. 5.1J 

6. There is an optimal policy of type V in the category of policies of 

types of Il', lV', IV", and Ill. (see Theorem 5.1J 

7. The first three types of these policies will be less suitable than Policy 

III in our practical uses. 

Thus, we can recognize intuitively that Policy III IS the most 

available type in all preventive maintenance policies. 

Remark 5.1 The optimal value t* of Policy Il' IS the root of 

the following transcendental equation. 

at*il ~oo -(lUP e ue a(au il ) 
t* 

= _at*foT",+Ts ·t* 
(at*il-l)Tm+T. 

and the efficiency is shown to be 

.(2') t* 
EJJ 00 =i*+cai*ft-l)'l'm+T-;' 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

In the following, we shall prove this assertion. Putting as al =~ 

= .... ··=ai= ...... =t* in (5.3), (5.6) and (5.7) we have 

t* 00 ai-l(.lu~i--I)ll-1 _.R 

P( ')_~ d ~ I-' I-I il ft-I aU'"d t - Ui-l --(-.----2)-'--al-'ui e Ui o t* t- .. 
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(5.26) 

_ 00 (at*fi)i-l ~oo -aUi'! 
- L:- .-- - - Uie d(auifi) 

i=1 (t-l)! t* 

_ at*fi (00 -aufo d( fi) 
-e J ue au 

t* 
(5.27) 

and 

00 (at*fi)i-l -at*fi 
Ev(K) = L:---.---e =l+at*fi 

i=1 (t-l)! 
(5.28) 

Inserting (5.26)-(5.28) into (5.16) we get 

= [eat*fi ~~ ue -aufi d(aufi)-t* ] . (:J~ + at*fi) , (5.29) 

from which we have (5.24). If we insert these relations into Eff<:;j (for 

example, (5.8», then we have (5.25). 

§ 6. OTHER REMARKS 

Remark 6.1 In the above section, our discussion be proceeded 

under the assumption that the life time distribution of the systems are 

of the Weibull type. However, we shall suppose here that the failure 

rate is expressed by q(t) in general form. In the Weibull case, the suf

ficiency of Uk as a estimator of the scale parameter is shown. [see § 5 

and Appendix]. Here, in the present case, we shall try a similar 

discussion. 

Let the joint probability density function of (U" Uz, ...... , Uk) be 

pCu" Uz, ...... , Uk), then we have 

# ) -m~ P\U" Uz, ...... , Uk) =Q(Ul)Q(UZ ...... q(uk)e , (6.1) 
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where 

Q(u)=~: q(t)dt. 

Suppose that the scale parameter a is contained in q(u) in the form 

q(u)=). (d ; (3) , (6.2) 

then we can rewrite (6.1) as 

(6.3) 

Further, we shall add the following assumption 

(6.4) 

in order to guarantee the sufficiency of U I as a estimator of a. (6.4) is 

also satisfied by r type life time distributions as well as Weibull type 

distributions. In such a case, we can always decide our Policy III m

dependently of a. 

Next, we shall consider again 011 the optimality of Policy Ill. In 

order to be able to continue our analogous discussions to the ones in § 5, 

what condition must be imposed on q(u)? This can be elucidated con

sidering that the formula of P(i) is expressed by 

in this case. That is, since 
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and 

00 

Ev(K) = E iP(i), 
i=l 

we can differenciate Ev(U) and Ev(K) such as 

and 

Hence the condition -aJ...- Efpo)=O implies that 
aj 00 

{Q«(1~i5-1(aj)e -Q<aj)[Ev(U)- {E(UJ U~aj)-aj} 

x{ T,:;'!m -Ev(K)} 

(6.7) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

Thus, under the assumptions (6.1) and (6.4), Theorem 5.1 will be also 

true. 

Remark 6.2 If the mean life time of the systems vary, for 

example, take the values Pl and P2 with probability Pl and h, respective

ly, then we have the following limiting efficiency for Polity VD 

EJj(5)- PEV(U1)+qEv(U2) 
00 -prE;(O~f+{Ev(Kt)-f}T~+T,I+q[Ev(U2)+lEv(Kl)-rf1';" + 1'J 
_ pEV (U1)+qEv(U2) 
- --EV(Ul)~V(U2)- , 

P Effc;}(l) q Effc;}(2) 
(6.11) 
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where Effc;,;(i) is the efficiency of the system with mean life time pi, and 

Ui , Ki is the total running time and the number of times of minimal 

repair of it, respectively. Thus, it is easy to see that in this case the 

particular sequence 

(6.12) 

does not satisfy the relation 

(6.13) 

In the other words, Policy II may be not an optimal type in such 

a case. 

Remark 6.3 For many electronic and mechanical systems, we 

may experience that the mixed or composite type of Weibull distribution 

is more adequate than the simple type of it for the life time distribution. 

But, in practice, for the case of mixed type (whose graph of failure rate 

is given in Fig. 6.1), we can count the number of times of failure after 

r and apply Policy Ill, where r is the location parameter of the Weibull 

distribution corresponding to wear out failure. Usually, we can suppose 

that the elements in the system have recieved "aging" already, hence 

that Policy III may be not effected by the distribution corresponding to 

catastrophic failure. Or, in the case that we can examine failed elements 

to distinguish whether their failure types belong to catastrophic or wear 

out, it is also that Policy III does not depend on r. Thus, we can say 

that Policy III has the robustness for varying r also in usual practical 

cases. 

Remark 6.4 Sometimes, we must consider on some preventive 

maintenance policies for the case where we can not recognize its failure 

at a glance. In such a case,we need to determine the time intervals to 

check the system which characterize the "checking procedure". Discussions 

on optimal checking procedure is scarecely treated in literatures. In [IJ, 

the optimal time interval is obtained for the case of exponential life time 

distribution. 
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By the way, the repairs are performed when and only when the 

failures detected, and the accurate number of times of failure can be 

counted for any checking procedure. Hence, we can apply the optimal 

policy of type III independently of the checking procedre. In the other 

words, we can assign an optimal checking procedure in a cycle from an 

overhaul to the next, and apply the optimal policy of type III to decide 

whether a minimal repair or an overhaul to be performed. 

APPENDIX 

Deduction of (5.1) 

The probability density function of (Ui , U2 , ••• , Ut) is given by 

pC ) J:/ P-l J:/ P-l J:/ fi-I -au~ 
Ukl, U2, ••• , Uk =al'u1 • al'll2 •••• al'u2 • e , (A.l) 

and using the method of maximum likelihood estimate we have 
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or 

(A.2) 

Hence, we can say that the maximum likelihood estimator of a is 

A k a=-. 
U~ 

(A. 3 

But in order to make this estimator unbiased, (A.3) must be replaced by 

which is (5.1). 

A k-l 
a=-U~ , 

Next, from (A.1) we have 

(A.4) 

which shows that the joint probabilty of (Uj , Uz, •.• , Uk _ j ) conditioned by 

Uk=a does not depend on a. Thus, we may say that (5.1) is an unbiased 

and sufficient estimator of a. 
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